**PREVIEW**

Truman will look for immediate contributions from several of its nine freshmen when the season begins.
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“Too young last year,” Cannon added. “We are going to have to step into the middle.”

With the loss of 2008 seniors such as outside hitter Dana Hommes and libero/wing hitter Brither top left, other players will have to step up and fill the void. The Bulldogs will look for immediate contributions from several of the 12 freshmen on the roster.
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The Dogs have no clear replacement for Boheller, one of the top liberos in the MIAA last season.

**SOCCER**

Truman to try mix veterans and newcomers to repeat Elite Eight performance in 2008


the Bulldogs returned several pieces from last year’s team, they also bring in 12 freshmen.

“We just have to give them time and be patient,” Wiegert said. “We didn’t get a lot of positive responses from our freshmen last year, but we expect great from them this year.”

“We have several freshmen, and we need them to learn quick,” Mike Cannon head coach.
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**ATHLETICS**

Truman able to compete with other MIAA schools despite lack of money and resources
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Get used to hearing about it. The 23 seniors made for a bad and good thing. It’s good for the future of the program because you have kids that are going to participate in a sport. It’s bad because the money is spent away. Sports such as basketball lack the scholarships they need. Some MIAA schools have more money than Truman, but half the schools don’t. This creates the advantage.

Although Truman lacks money as a lens, it is composed to other MIAA schools, many Bulldog programs still bring in top performers.

“Bulldog programs are very good because we have enough money to make sure our athletes are paid,” Wiegert said. “We also have a great recruiting advantage.”
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The Dogs have no clear replacement for Boheller, one of the top liberos in the MIAA last season.
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and junior setter Ashley Petak.

With the loss of 2008 seniors such as outside hitter Dana Hommes and libero/wing hitter Brither top left, other players will have to step up and fill the void. The Bulldogs will look for immediate contributions from several of the 12 freshmen on the roster.
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